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Before the Roman came to Rye or out to Severn strode
The rolling English drunkard made the rolling English road ....
A merry, a mazy road, and such as we did tread
The night we went to Birmingham by way of Beachy Head.'

I have taken my cue from Chesterton, not because I intend to talk
about Anglo-Saxon track ways, or drinking habits, but to signal this
paper's

point of departure:

that direct routes are not always the ones

people take, nor are direct links therefore
historians

ought to focus. Time-travelers

the only ones upon which
to the ninth century need a

map covering more than the English Channel. For ninth-century
contacts between the Franks and the English often went a long way
round: not rolling drunkenly,

I hasten to add, but carefully choosing

a route

via Rome.

unique

apostolic

traditions

Rome's

was reinforced

historical reality of a western
asserted claims to jurisdictional

combination

of imperial

in the ninth century

by the new

empire and by the papacy's newly
authority. Anglo-Frankish
contacts

were pulled into a transalpine ellipse-and
they can scarcely
understood unless we too feel the pull of Rome.
Over 40 years ago Michael

and

Wallace-Hadrill

be

argued that it was

"Danish pressure" that "drew the English and the Franks-m

at any rate

their rulers-closer
together than they had ever been before." It was
in these "years of crisis" that "the full force of Frankish example hit
England"-and
Wallace-Hadrill
saw the evidence in the historical
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writing of Alfred's reign-the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and Asser's Life.'
Twenty years later, Wallace-Hadrill developed these insights in the latter
part of Early Germanic Kingship in England and on the Continent?
Ninth-century historical writing supplies evidence for political
strategies in which a motive and motor, even more powerful than common concern with external defense, was competition. Wallace-Hadrill
rightly diagnosed dynastic insecurity as a major problem for all ninthcentury rulers; but his account of ninth-century remedies underestimated one that I see as of fundamental importance: the renewal of
empire. This necessarily embroiled Franks and Anglo-Saxons in
rivalry rather than in mutual support. Which brings me back to my
starting point. The rulers and leaders of both Franks and English
aspired-precisely
because of their insecurity-to extend and defend
their power by attaching it to imperial or papal authority. Ideologically
speaking, and very often literally as well, all roads led to Rome. What
follows is an investigation of three cases in point. They may seem
only obliquely relevant to the continental reception of Anglo-Saxon
culture. In fact, they should be read as evidence of the profound
impact of that culture on the Franks. For it was not only Anglo-Saxon
texts" but also Anglo-Saxon regimes that, through a variety of personal
and institutional contacts, helped to re-focus the Franks' attention on
Rome in the mid- and later-ninth century. Of course, that orientation
was already congenial: short of legitimacy, Pippin, the first Carolingian king, had looked to papal authority, while his successors
Charlemagne and Louis the Pious had drawn heavily on sanctity
imported from Rome.' All that is well known. Later in the ninth
century, however, established receptivity stimulated further kinds of
reception of Roman models and Roman inspiration. Here too-and this
is less well known-Anglo-Saxon
culture continued to play an
essential role. The very indirectness of the evidence is testimony to
contacts so pervasive, influences so thoroughly absorbed, that they had
become part of the air breathed in the Frankish world.
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I. IMPERIAL STRATEGIES AND ROMAN LEGITIMACY:
!ETHELWULF KING OF WESSEX AND
CHARLES THE BALD OF WEST FRANCIA

In recent years there have been two interesting accounts of the
marriage of !Ethelwulfwith Charles the Bald's daughter Judith and its
political context, both concentrating primarily on West Saxon interests,"
If the focus is shifted to West Francia, the scene is dominated by
Charles the Bald, restless, ambitious, inventive. He suffered the first
major defeat of his career in August 851 at the hands of the Bretons;
Charles salvaged his pride (at least) and put relations with the Breton
leader Erispoe on a new footing: Erispoe "gave Charles his hands," and
Charles granted him "royal vestments" but withheld a royal title. Charles
himself thus implicitly assumed a superior "imperial" position." In 855
he set up his second son as sub-king in Aquitaine; and in February 856
he set up his eldest son as sub-king in Neustria (the region between the
Seine and the Loire), at the same time arranging the boy's betrothal to
Erispoe's daughter." These relationships, reinforced by public rituals,
created a family of kings and princely allies, reminiscent of the
Byzantine model. Charles was no emperor yet-but he had aspirations
to imitate his grandfather Charlemagne." The death of Charles' eldest
brother, the emperor Lothar, in 855 had been followed by a parceling
out of Lothar's realm among his three sons: the eldest of them ruled,
as the West Frankish annalist put it, as "so-called emperor of Italy."1O
After 855, Carolingian political relationships altered fundamentally,
and north of the Alps new prospects of empire-building opened up.
Charles the Bald's initiatives in later 855 and early 856 must be seen
in the light of a response to the new conditions. So too must the marriage of Charles' daughter to !Ethelwulf: it brought the West Saxon
king into Charles' "family of kings," succeeding where Charlemagne
had in a sense failed with Offa. But Charlemagne was certainly his
grandson's model for (at this stage) a Romfrei imperial ideal. 11
In 849-50 when the Breton chief Nominoe deposed "his" five
bishops, defying their Frankish metropolitan, the Archbishop of Tours,
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King Charles had, it seems, sent a trusted agent, Lupus of Ferrieres, to
Rome to mobilize the authority

of Pope Leo IV (847-55),

and it was

Lupus who could then draw on papal letters in composing the conciliar
admonition sent to Nominee by the assembled West Frankish bishops."
lEthelwulf of Wessex took a similar tack: in 853 (or end of 852?) he
"sent his son Alfred to Rome. The Lord Leo was then pope in Rome,
and he consecrated him king and stood sponsor to him at confirmation.?!'
lEthelwulfs
decision can be seen in part as a defensive one:
contacts with Charles' kingdom had been exceptionally close during
the early 850'S,14 and lEthelwulf probably knew enough of Charles'
imperial vision to wish to forestall any extension of it across the
Channel. But IEthelwulfs
frame of mind in 853 was less likely to
have been defensive than quite positively assertive: in 850, at Sandwich in Kent, his son Athelstan had "slain a great army," while the
following year IEthelwulf and his son lEthelbald "inflicted the greatest
slaughter on a heathen army that we have ever heard tell of" at Aclea
in Surrey."

In 853 the Anglo-Saxon

Chronicle

records-immediately

before the sending of Alfred to Rome-a
West Saxon campaign across
Mercia (at the Mercians' request) against the Welsh, and the Welsh
"submission'';"
and the same annal ends with the marriage on
IEthelwulfs
territory"
of IEthelwulfs
daughter IEthelswith to the
Mercian king. She may well have been crowned queen on this same
occasion, following a Mercian precedent."
There were new possibilities here. Could tEthelwulf set up his
own family of kings? There is no evidence that in 853 or later he had
set his face against a division of his realm: Asser c. 16 shows him
dividing it in 856/58.19 Given high mortality (IEthelwulfs
eldest son,
AtheIstan, may have died in or soon after 8512°) and the availability
of potential sub-kingdoms, even a fourth son might hope for a realm.
Contemporary
arrangements were much more flexible than is often
realized. Carolingian rulers who were IEthelwulfs
contemporaries
made and unmade succession arrangements to suit their own desires,
and they created regna that modern historians call sub-kingdoms,
without, apparently, staging formal king-makings for the recipients or
conferring royal titles on them. Thus Charlemagne's
eldest son and
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namesake got a regnum in 790 but was crowned king by the pope only
in 800, and apparently he did not have the title rex before that." Louis
the Pious' youngest son, Charles (the Bald), got a series of regna in
the 830's and in 838 even received a crown without actually being
consecrated king, or using the title rex before his father's death in
840.22 It was not clear that Lothar's son Louis would rule in Italy
rather than (as Lothar himself had finally succeeded in doing) in
Francia. Only on his deathbed did Lothar make his final dispositions,
and (evidently to some observers' surprise) carved out a regnum for
his youngest son." k:thelwulf in 853, I suggest, invoked papal authority to legitimize a similar possibility. Like Louis the Pious, like
Lothar, k:thelwulf wanted his youngest son to succeed to a share in
his composite realm, and in 853 he seemed in position to secure that.
While Leo did not (strictly speaking) make Alfred a king, he set the
seal of throne-worthiness
on him: Alfred was now a prospective, a potential heir. The claim that Alfred was "consecrated
king" in 853
simply drew out the implication of papally invented rituals that were
probably intended anyway to be ambiguous.i" Whoever, c. 890,
entered this statement in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
of being controversial.
The question of Alfred's
otherwise seems to me a red herring."

had no intention
truthfulness
or

For two things seem certain. First, in sending Alfred to Rome,
lEthelwulf was imitating Carolingian examples of the designation of
kings' sons as potential heirs." Charlemagne in 781 had taken (rather
than sent) his third and fourth sons (aged four and three) to Rome, to
be confirmed and consecrated kings by the pope," and in 800 he had
done the same with his son Charles the Younger." Lothar I in 844 had
sent his eldest son (aged eighteen) to Rome, where the pope
(Sergius 11) "anointed him king and invested him with a swordbelt";
and in 850, Lothar sent the same son again to Rome, where Pope Leo
lV consecrated him emperor." Second, Alfred was being kept in the
running by being marked out for secular life; this is clear from
Leo IV's own account of his reception
of Alfred: as well as
confirming him, he conferred the title of consul and invested him with
a sword and belt." In sending Alfred to Rome in 853, lEthelwulfwas
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forging his own direct link with Leo IV and also registering his own
imitatio imperii: just as Lothar had had his son girded with a sword by
the pope, so too would the king of a West Saxon kingdom recently
extended to include Kent, and Devon, and Cornwall, and already with
sights set northwards to Mercia and Wales." There is a striking
contrast, though, with what Charles the Bald did the very next year in
the case of his own four-year-old son, Carloman, the third of three
sons borne by Charles' wife between 846 and 849: "Charles had
[Carioman] tonsured and dedicated him to the church"-that
is, he
meant to exclude him from the succession." Charles' plans envisaged
a limitation of partibility from early on-just
the opposite of
iEthelwulf's. As if to underline the significance of his strategy,
iEthelwulf himself visited Rome in 855-56, bearing gifts that rivaled
those of Carolingian benefactors (a golden crown weighing five
pounds, golden armrings and a gold-decorated sword, two golden
statues, four silver-gilt Saxon platters, and some embroidered
vestments)" and taking Alfred with him "for a second journey on the
same route, because he loved him more than his brothers.'?'
But ninth-century royal family planning was a hit-and-miss affair;
and even today strange things can happen at home when rulers take trips
abroad. The involvement of iEthelwulrs eldest surviving son in a major
revolt during his absence meant that iEthelwulf dropped his own quasiimperial pretensions and instead attached himself to Charles the Bald's;
that was surely what it meant to become Charles' son-in-law (though the
bride's consecration, and coronation, as queen may have owed something
to iEthelswith's example)." In 856 iEthelwulf was no longer in any
position to maintain Alfred's claims to a regnum in the face of his elder
sons' hostility: by the terms of the will drawn up during the last two
years of iEthelwulrs life, his youngest son had to be content with a share
of his father's personal property, and some money."

11. MILITARY

SERVICE, FRANKISH, ANGLO-SAXON, AND ROMAN

In the Edict of Pitres (June 864), Charles the Bald enacted that
"those who cannot perform military service in the army must, according
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to the custom of antiquity and of other peoples (aliae gentes), work at
building new civitates and bridges and ways across marshes, and perform watch-duty in the civitas and on the march.?" Despite the formulation, Charles was not referring here to a single custom that was both
antique and practiced by contemporary foreign peoples. He was making
a distinction: he recognized that while Christian Roman emperors
required work on the construction of "public and sacred buildings,"
roads and bridges, and on the repair of walls, there was in fact no Late
Antique precedent for demanding work on the building of civitates, that
is, of walls around them; nor was there a precedent in earlier Carolingian
legislation." Hence Charles had to appeal, uniquely in his extensive
capitularies, to an alternative model, acknowledging that in this respect
the West Saxons had extended the scope of the state's demands further
than the Franks themselves-and further than the Christian Roman emperors who elsewhere in the Edict of Pit res were Charles' role models.
The earliest West Saxon charter references to the reservation of the
royal right to demand fortification work-arcis (or arcium) munitio--«
belong, as Nicholas Brooks pointed out, to the reign of tEthelbald. The
first appearance is in a grant of 858 to Winchester." That Charles
knew about a recent extension of West Saxon royal claims is entirely
plausible: contacts between the two kingdoms and courts had surely
been closer than ever from 856 to 860, when Charles' daughter was
married to iEthelwulf, then, on his death in 858, to his son tEthelbald;" and in 860 a group of Danes who had crossed the Channel from
West Francia (where Charles was attempting to recruit them into his
service) were repulsed from Winchester-an
event recorded by the
Annals of Saint-Bertin as well as the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle-perhaps
because munitio arcis had successfully been required by the West
Saxon king and was already paying dividends." If tEthelbald and his
successor had been implementing a burghal program during those
years, Charles would have heard about it-and it may well have
inspired his own program in 864, implemented in the later 860'S.42
What inspired the West Saxons? Mercian and Kentish example, no
doubt. But those had been available before, yet not followed. Again the
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route to the answer leads via Rome. When Alfred and his large entou-

rage" reached Rome in 853, Pope Leo had just the year before completed the fortifications linking St. Peter's with the city of Rome itself
on the other side of the Tiber. Leo's biographer says that work teams
were required from all the estates and towns in the duchy of Rome.
Surviving inscriptions make it clear that each team, called a militia, was
responsible for a stretch of wall." Forty feet high with 44 towers and
stretching for something over two thousand meters, the new walls
protected, as well as St. Peter's, the schola Saxonum" where Alfred
surely stayed during his two visits. In the OE version of Augustine's
Soliloquies, Alfred says there is a difference between seeing a thing and
being told about it: "me pincö nu }lret ic wite hwa Romeburh timbrode,
and reac feala oöra pincga pe eer urum dagum geweordon wees, ba ic
ne mseg realla ariman. nat ic no öi hwa (Rome)burh timbrede pe ic self
hyt gesawe.''" He is referring to the ancient

city-~r

urum dagum; but

the point perhaps had extra piquancy because everyone knew that
Alfred had only just missed seeing a modern timbering of Rome.

Ill. FULK

OF RHEIMS,

ALFRED,

AND THE ROMAN MODEL

OF MISSION

Archbishop Fulk of Rheims was a key participant in the last phase
of Frankish contacts with the Engl ish in the ninth century. It was FuIk
to whom Alfred applied for a scholar who would help restore the
learning and morale of the church in his kingdom." Grimbald's arrival
in 886 may not have been the necessary stimulus to the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle's production, but it seems to have contributed, sufficiently,
to the annals' content. On events in 885, continental information reached
Wessex from East as well as West Francia: like the East Frankish
Annals ofFulda, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle called Charles the Bald's
grandson "Carl" instead of "Carloman";" and Asser knew that Charles
the Fat had been king of the Alamans (not, pace Whitelock,
"Germans")." The account of events s.a. 887 has not so much a West
Frankish as a Fulk-ish slant-or
to be more accurate, reflects Fulk's
views on Carolingian legitimacy in 888 (but not before) and Fulk 's
persisting interest in Guy of Spoleto. Fulk had supported Guy for the
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West Frankish throne in 887, despite Guy's lack of Carolingian blood
in male or female line. Only once it became clear that Guy's bid
would fail did Fulk switch his support to Odo, yet he remained keen
to give the impression that Odo had become king only with Arnulf's
permission: the Annals of St- Vaast reflect this in the story about
ArnuIrs
sending a crown with which Odo was crowned on 13
November at Rheimspresumably by Fulk-and
acclaimed by omnis
populus, those who had previously opposed Odo now being received
into "fellowship" (societas). Fulk had in fact pushed Guy's candidature because the two men were close kinsmen," but he could offer
the justification that Guy had been picked by the pope as an adoptive
son." Like tEthelwulf, and like the emperor Lothar, Fulk was playing
the card of papal authority to legitimize a succession strategy.
The same authority underpinned Fulk's dealings with the English,
as is directly evidenced in his letter to Alfred. Dorothy Whitelock resented that letter's "patronizing tone. "52 But patronage-patrociniumin heaven as well as on earth was exactly the name of Fulk's game.
Reading the letter to Alfred in the light of the quite substantial dossier
on Fulk's career and political contacts before 886, one becomes aware
of the Roman dimension to Fulk's conception of his own primatial
position at Rheims. Fulk himself had been to Rome" (he continued to
hope for a return visit that never materialized);
and his first act on
becoming Archbishop of Rheims early in 883 was to write to Pope
Marinus, whom he already knew personally. In 884 he was writing to
Hadrian Ill, and in 886 to Stephen V.54 His repeated invocations of
papal authority, and assertions of Rheims' primatiaI status, were two
sides of a coin. Rheims was a Petrine foundation: its first bishop had
been endowed with the primacy of Gaul by Peter himself. Peter's successors had held the see of Rheims in special honor. And the purpose
and substance of this claim, in Fulk's mind, was quite literally its apostolic role. Quamdiu apostolus sum gentium. ministerium meum honorificabo: Fulk could quote St. Paul (Romans 11:13) with a real sense
of historic unity between past and present in Rheims' specific task of
mission." OfFulk's ninth-century predecessors, Ebbo had evangelized
the Danes in the 820's,

and Hincmar

had identified

St. Remi as the
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apostle of the Franks, inventing the tradition of Remi's baptism of
Clovis that was also a royal anointing, with oil sent from heaven."
Fulk fused these two themes-patronage
and mission-in his letter to
Alfred. Of course the English had already been evangelized; they
already had their apostle, Gregory (in Fulk's eyes, and he had history
on his side, the apostolus Anglorum+apostolus vester=-wes modeled
on the apos/olus Franeorum rather than vice versa"): but the English,
unlike the Franks, urgently needed a second dose of mission. Alfred
had knocked on the right door-"quia una est catholica et apostolica
ecclesia, sive Romana sive transmarina.''" Fulk did not quite claim
jurisdiction over the church of the English, though he came close in
suggesting that church councils had assembled "non solum ex vicinis
civitatibus vel provinciis, sed etiam ex transmarinis regionibus." (Was
Fulk thinking of the Council of Frankfurt in 794?59) But what he did
have to offer was patrocinium: and Grimbald too, endowed with
Remi's authority, would extend his patrocinium over those who received him in England-descendants
of the gens rudis et barbara to
whom Gregory's decrees had been sent. Remi's successor did not have
to pose as the middleman between the English and Rome: he actually
functioned as such, writing to the pope after 886 pro quorundam
susceptione Anglorum" Like Charles the Bald with iEthelwulf, Fulk
with Alfred exploited his strategic location on the route to Rome. At
the outset of his pontificate, with timor hostilis real and immediate at
Rheims, Fulk could understand all too well Alfred's anxieties about
the irruption of pagans: Rheims' safety was credited to St. Remi's protection-but Fulk then rebuilt the city walls. His successor, Harvey,
was to take the lead in converting Viking settlers in Normandy."
Mission and defense were necessary responses at Canterbury or
Winchester as well as at Rheims. Fulk, and Alfred, had their sights set
on a more distant destination even than Rome, but patrocinium with
all it entailed of responsibility as well as power imposed a busy
agenda meanwhile-one
which both Fulk and Alfred (like Chesterton") contemplated with zest and ultimately with optimism.
KING'S

COLLEGE,

UNIVERSITY

OF LONDON
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14. The victory at Sandwich (ASC 851, p. 44, tr., p. 64) was recorded in northern
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Lupus of Ferrieres wrote to congratulate IEthelwulf on his victory at Aclea (Correspondance, vol. 2, Ep. 84, p. 70). Further, at IEthelwulfs court, acting not just as a scribe
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